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When adream team qets into
challenging realities..I
Allied Builders adjusts effectively in pursuing a successful end result.

Case in point, Pacific Park Plaza, a beautiful mid-rise commercial structure designed to take
respected local and international companies into the new century.

TDC Hawaii, the developer, needed a finishing contractor to execute interior plans on several
floors at once for firms like McDonald's, Wang and Radio Station KQMQ. The project called for
carefully sequenced accelerated scheduling.
"Working simultaneously with numerous specialties and variables is
extremely demanding," recalls the project's lnterior architect, L. Dixon
Steinbright, AlA. "The team had to be thorough, persistent, communica-
tive, ready to problem-solve day and night. Allied kept each job on
schedule, and they worked well with multiple trades, some from the
Ii/ainland, lt was a good amalgamating effort."

Observes TDC's representative, Tom lrish: "A truly effective working
rapport emerged from problems encountered initially. We are very
pleased with the outcome."

Teamwork. Our motto.
Our method.

1717 Akahl Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 Telephone (808) 847-3763
Contractor License BC-5068

ABS Prolect N,4anager Ron Hamachi, Architect L. Dixon Steinbright,
TDC Marketing Director Thomas G. lrish
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The Hemmeter
Corporation Building
at Number One Capitol
District in downtown
Honolulu is an aesthetic
and functional standard
of excellence in interior
design. Enhancing the
vestibule leading to the
executive offices is a
lloor ol white marble
with black granite

inserts. A border of
brown marble was
added to complement
the old world warmth
and charm of the entire
area. Our elegant
marble squares travel
in the best circles.

HAWAII CERAMIC TILE MARBLE
& TERRAZZO PROMOTION PROGRAM
Phone 526-0467
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These ore the guys behind
the scenes who do the hord

work. All to moke sure you
get the quolity you need ond

the reliobility you expect in

eoch ond every bog.
From concrete mixes ond

odmixtures to concrete color
hordeners ond liquid bonding

odhesives-mode right here
in Howoii-we put the

customer first.
Thot's you.

You ore why we invested
in building Howoii's only
pockoged concrete dry-

blending focility. And why
we operote soles offices ond

worehouses in six locotions
from Kono to Guom ond

Soipon.
We do whotever we cqn

so thot-when you come to
Bonded-you know it's in the

bog. Eoch ond every one.
Eoch ond every time. Coll us

on it.

BONOED MATERIALS COMPANY
A Standard of Excellence since 1955.

OAHU 251 Puuhole Rood, Honolulu 96819 (808) 832-1155 FAX 832-ll5l
HAWAII 73-4776 Konoloni Street, Bldg. B, Koiluo-Kono 96740 (808) 326-2477 FAX 329 518l
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HEADQUARTERS, OAHU 9l -400 Komohono Skeet, Ewo Beoch, Howoii 96707 lB0B) 673'2000 tAX 673 2020 O l99l Bonded Moteriols Compony
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President's Message

Calling A11 Architects:
Make a Community Difference

by Nancy Peacock, AIA

f was struck by an editorial

I that appeared in the March
I rs edition of the Honolulu
Advertiser. It addressed decrepit
buildings at the University of
Hawaii Architecture School.

I was in full agreement with
the comment that "the state
should get moving as soon as
possible on an architecture
building, and not just because
outside accreditors say so."
Another sentence also caught my
attention: "Architecture may not
have the professional and political
punch that law and medicine do."
Sadly, here too, I had to agree.

Architects are highly
intelligent, dedicated and talented
problem-solvers, but sometimes

we are the only ones who know
this. We most often keep a low
profile, stay out of politics and
avoid "tooting our own horn."

I bet this is going to change, or
at least it should, particularly
here in Hawaii. Our community
will be facing enormous problems
in the 1,990s, including critical
housing shortages, the homeless,
the out-migration of our young
people, an aging population,
inadequate infrastructure
(especially on the outer islands)
and automobile gridlock in
Honolulu. Further, many
remaining building sites are very
small or on steep or very
problematic sites.

Continued on Page 28

Hawaii Council/AlA officers pose on Maui during a Council meeting break.
Pictured are (l-r): Dan Chun, secreta.ry/treasurer; Art Kohara, presiden"t; Nancy
Peacock, vice president/president-elect; and Harrell McCarty, Hawaii Island
director.
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Historic Preservation

by Stacy Boline

any will recall the
artifacts and militant
architecture of what

was once a post library as pieces
of "the good'ol days." Some will
be reminded of war nightmares.
But the dramatic effects staged at
Schofield Barracks' 25th Infantry
Division Tropic Lightning
Museum will be historical
memoirs for the public to relish.

Listed on the National Register
of Historic Sites, the restored
Carter Hall is scheduled to be
presented to veterans of World
War II, the Korean and Vietnam
wars and the 25th Infantry
Division Light at Schofield
Barracks' 50th Anniversary in
October.

Built by hand labor from the
Schofield stockade prisoners in
1915, the building was made from
local lava rock and to date exists
in its original composition.

Originally a library in the early
1900s, the facility is being
refurbished into a bonafide
United States Army museum
with a signature collection of
authentic military artifacts. "We
want to provide an educational
facility for active personnel,
veterans and the public," said
Tom Fairfull, chief of the
museum division.

The exhibits will be designed to
flow circularly, while two
separate areas tell the story of
Schofield Barracks and its
predecessor, the Hawaiian
Division. Half of the museum will
replicate the early 20th Century
Schofield Barracks library, with
books and photo albums from the

era available for browsing.
"The interior is a replication

opposed to restoration," said
Fairfull.

Exhibits willbe dedicated to the
founding of Schofield Barracks,
the former Hawaiian Division's
pre-World War II years, the
bombing of PearlHarbor and the
exploits of the 25th Division.
"Vle're also planning a rotating
exhibit that will be more topical
to keep our visitors abreast of
today's 25th Division and current
events," said Charles Peters, the
museum's curator.

"lt's extremely important we
show parts of Schofield Barracks
and highlight different periods
chronologically from 7972 lo
today because of the part it has
played in Hawaii," Fairfull said.

Artifacts have been collected
and donated for many years, he
said. "To create what soldiers
used to call their'junk on the
bunk'we had to first find an
original bunk," he said.

A Waianae resident called
Fairfull and told him she had been
using the frame of a military bed
to sit her plants on because it
provided good drainage. She said
she had visited the Fort DeRussy
Army Museum and thought her
bed looked like one there.

"She didn't know she had a

1902 original quartermaster bed
that was standard issue to troops
then," Fairfull said. "l went out to
her home and she donated it to
:u5,,,

Exhibit Specialist John
McLaughlin said the development

Army Museum Recalls Military History

STACY BOLINE PHOTO

Wartime relics rest on the grounds of Schofield Barracks' 25th Infantry Division
Tropic Lightning Museum. The lava rock exterior remains intact and serves as a
monument to Hawaii's past.
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and interpretation of the story
line and exhibit design will be
built from the ground up. "We're
going to use strong military tones
in the color scheme," he said.

"The largest original asset is
the double-sided lava rock
fireplace," McLaughlin said. "lt is
being used as a divider between
the two story lines."

Another novel feature to the
museum is window light boxes
that show scenes from the early
days of Schofield Barracks.

Without disturbing the facade
of the building, plans are being
completed to "black out" the
backside of the windows and
illuminate glass-glazed images
with fluorescent lighting. "Scenes
will be what one would have seen
if looking out that same window
in 79L5," Fairfull said.

Fascinating to visitors will be
replicas of Vietcong underground
tunnels used by enemy troops to
sabotage U.S. camps.

"This tunnel will be 20 feet
long with animated spiders and
snakes and audible noises of what
really went on so visitors will be
able to feel the emotion of the
history rather that read about it,"
McLaughlin said.

"lt wlll give visitors an idea of
what tunnel rats went through in
Vietnam," Fairfull said. Television
monitors aiso will show footage
of active duty Vietnam War
soldiers.

All architectural renovations
and restorations are being
completed by soldiers of the 84th
Engineer Battalion, 45th Support
Croup and volunteers from the
7th Battalion, 8th Field Artillery.
Schofield Barracks Chapter of the
25th Division Association is
helping raise funds for the
project.

Sgt. Tony Tillman, display
specialist, said he is proud to be
part of Tropic Lightning history.
"The guys already paid the price
and we want to produce a

museum that is accurate to their
accounts to show our
appreciation," he said. nA
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Historic Preservation

1900s Chinatown United With Present

-fl here's a new way to tour
I Hawaii's Chinatown - the

I only designated historic
district in Honolulu. The new
Chinatown Visitor Center opened
May 1 and introduces visitors to
the district by taking them on a

visual journey of its past and
preparing them for a walking
journey through its streets today.

Designed to duplicate a turn-
of-the-century Chinese store, the
Chinatown Visitor Center,
located on the second floor of the
Maunakea Marketplace, re-creates
the feeling of old Chinatown.

The center's retail area utilizes
old-fashioned beaded wood
throughout and was designed to
duplicate a typical Chinatown
store in the early 1900s. Project
Manager Kirk Smith said crates
and antique showcases purchased
in Chinatown complete the effect.

A separate audio-visual room
can be reached through an alley
area typical of Chinatown alleys.
According to Smith, the small
theater is lined with "fancy,
classic, stained oak paneling" and
is reminiscent of a Tongg meeting
hall.

Visitors may sit on hand-made
oak benches and view a large-
screen 12-minute video
presentation that tells the story
of Chinatown with old photos,
rare film footage and personal
recollections of residents.

The video takes visitors back to
1788 when the first ships arrived
in the islands from mainland
China, marking the start of the
Sandalwood trade with Hawaii. It
chronicles the arrival of

JONI KETTEF PHOTO

The clock tower and Confucius statue adorn the Maunakea Marketplace

courtyard.
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Designed to duplicate a turn-of-the-century Chinese store,
the Chinatown Visitor Center, located on the second floor of the
Maunakea Marketplace, re-creates the feeling of old Chinatown.

thousands of Chinese immigrants
establishing Hawaii's Chinatown,
the oldest in the nation.

Viewers will learn about
Chinatown's rebirth after two
fires - the first a cooking fire
that destroyed over eight blocks
and the second fire deliberately

set to halt the spread of bubonic
plague. The second burned out of
control for 77 days, destroying
the entire Chinatown district.

Visitors also will be treated to
an exhibition of artifacts
depicting the lifestyle of the
Chinese in Hawaii over the past

200 years. Collected from family
archives, each item displayed tells
a story.

Leaving the past and venturing
into present-day Chinatown,
visitors can plan their itineraries
with a detailed self-guided map or
audio tape available at the

$ :l

JONI KETTER PHOTO

The Chinatown Visitor Center, located on the Maunakea Marketplace second level, takes visitors to turn-of-the-century
Chinatown.
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Chinatown Visitor Center.
Hawaii's Chinatown of today

offers a varied mix of exotic
sights, smells and sounds found
nowhere else in the United
States. One of the district's main
streets is lined with noodle,
pastry and dried fruit shops.
Open-air markets offer an
abundance of fresh local produce,
seafood and meat. Import stores
are packed to the rafters with
exotic wares and herb pharmacies
and acupuncture clinics offer
cures of myriad ailments. Art
galleries and antique stores also
are plentiful in Chinatown.

Diners can choose from dozens
of excellent restaurants offering
dim sum and other specialties. In
addition to traditional Chinese
foods, immigrant groups now
living in Chinatown have added
Vietnamese, Thai and Filipino
cuisine to the mix of restaurants
found in the district. And only in
Hawaii's Chinatown are the
aromas of ethnic foods
interspersed with the smells of
ginger, tuberose and pikake leis
made by lei vendors along
Chinatown streets.

Walking tours and maps lead
visitors on a stroll along River
Street where old-timers play
mah-jongg, to a Buddhist temple
where a 1O-foot golden statue of
the goddess of mercy is housed.
They'll visit Honolulu's oldest bar
and Oahu's oldest restaurant.
They'll learn that Honolulu's
Chinatown is the home of the
real-life model for Charlie Chan
and the cradle of the Chinese
Revolution. Along the way,
they'll witness a live performance
by acrobats and dragon dancers at
the Cultural Plaza. Hawaii's
Chinatown is a treasure trove of
history, culture and cuisine.

The Chinatown Visitor Center
also offers information on shops,
galleries and restaurants in the
district. It is an educational,
entertaining first stop that
provides a heightened
appreciation of Hawaii's unique
Chinatown. HA
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Preserving Kauai's Historical Homes

Historic Preservation

by Barnes Riznik

T T awaii's traditional homes,

fl well-built by local
L L carpenters 50 or more

years ago, are growing in their
value as affordable places to live
or as income-producing property.
On Kauai, the Community
Housing Resource Board, with
assistance from the Community
Housing Agency and a grant from
the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, has
developed guidelines for repairing
and maintaining modest older
homes, including plantation
dwellings.

As practical suggestions, the
recommendations are not
complicated or costly. Rather,
they are financially-feasible
architectural considerations that
will help owners solve normal
wear and tear problems.

Because of the historical
character of many of Kauai's
structures, the guidelines are
based on the "U.S. Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation," which have been
the preservation foundation for
many rehabilitation and home
improvement projects nationwide
over the past 15 years.

"Guidelines for Rehabbing
Kauai's Old Houses" begins with
four useful ideas: good building
maintenance is good
housekeeping; keep as many
original materials as possible;
don't hide the original style; and,
if you have to replace old
materials, replace them,
whenever possible, with similar
new materials.

To get started, the Kauai

'14 Hawaii Architect May 1 991

guidelines suggest using a

checklist for an annual
maintenance inspection. The
evaluation will document any
telltale signs of structural system,
roofing, door and window,
flooring, painting, electrical or
plumbing problems. The guide
repeats a caution: "Take care of
small things right away . . . little
problems become big and
expensive ones if you put them
off...toavoidbeing
overwhelmed, keep the projects
small."

"Take care of small
things right away
...littleproblems

become big and
expensive ones if
you put them off
. . . to avoid being

overwhelmed,
keep the projects

small."

The printed guidelines unfold
into a well-illustrated 17x21-inch
self-help poster that gives many
examples of typical repairs
necessitated by island
environmental conditions - rain,
humidity, strong sun, salt air,
mildew, algae and pests.

Barnes Riznik, the director of
Grove Farm Homestead and Waioli
Mission House, was awarded a
national Presidential Citation by the
American Institute of Architects in
1987 for his work in historic
preservation.

For example, the guide warns:
"All too often window washes are
replaced when little more than
scraping and painting repairs are
needed. If you find some rot and
deterioration at sash corner
joints, all is not lost. New pieces
can be made, and replacing a few
bottom rails of the sash willbe
less expensive than buying all
new windows for the house."

The residential fix-up
recommendations are based on
actual local renovation and
technical preservation at Grove
Farm Homestead and Waioli
Mission House, National Register
historic sites on Kauai, under the
building conservation supervision
of Robert Schleck of the museum
staff.

Recently, the guidelines have
been used by Robert Fox, AIA,
for the City & County of
Honolulu's preservation study of
Ewa Villages where the city's
Housing Department hopes to
rehabilitate one 1938 Tenney
Village single-family home as a
model for the possible
preservation of other pre-World
War II plantation homes in Ewa.

Copies of "Guidelines for
Rehabbing Kauai's Old Houses"
can be purchased for $t from the
Community Housing Resource
Board of Kauai, 4193 Hardy St.,
Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii, 96766. HA
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2828 Paa Street, Suite 3132
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Palace Theatre Raising
Curtain for Hilo's
Performing Arts

Historic Preservation

by Joni Ketter

|-f1 he Palace Theatre is once

I again the hub of live
I theatricalperformances,

thanks to the extraordinary
efforts of the Hilo Main Street
Program.

The Palace Theatre,
constructed in 7925 by Adam
Baker Sr., served the community
for years as the social gathering
place in downtown Hilo. Film and
live productions were featured at
the Palace for decades.

"When the Palace opened in
7925, it was competing against
plain and simply-designed
buildings," said Lowell Angell,
Southwest Regional Director for
the Theatre Historical Society of
America and local theatre
historian. "lt was an extremely
elaborate building and larger than
anything else at the time."

In 1940, the Palace Theatre's
lobby area was re-designed by
Emerson Andelin, noted
decorator of several Hawaii
theatres. The exterior also took
on a new look. The marquee,
which had been simple, flat and
horizontal, took on a new angled,
geometrical shape. "lt was larger
and looked more modern," Angell
explained.

Renovations throughout the
'30s brought about additional
changes for the theatre. It became
the first building on the Big
Island to have a central air
conditioning system and have a

sprinkler system throughout.

"The fact that this was done after
the building was built is
amazing," Angell said.

The Palace Theatre was
purchased by Consolidated
Amusement Co. in 7929.They
closed the doors in 1981 and
chose not to utilize it as a movie
house. It stood empty, no longer
the hub of activity in Hilo's
downtown area.

"Having it closed for 10 years is
a shame by anyone's standards,"
said Tom Hudson, project
manager of Hilo Main Street.
"The Palace Theatre is a major
icon in the community."

The Hilo Main Street Program
was formed in 1985 to preserve
the characteristics of old Hawaii
while revitalizing downtown Hilo
into a booming economic district.
The purchase of the Palace
Theatre by the program, with
monetary assistance by the state,
guaranteed its permanence in
Hilo and offered a viable
performing arts center to serve
the community.

The Main Street Program
began the task of preparing the
Palace Theatre to become an
operational performance hall once
again. "lt didn't have any seating
in it," Hudson said. "The stage
and curtains were in bad shape
and the bathrooms needed work."

If that was the bad news, the
good news was that the building
was structurally sound.

"When a building sits unused

The Palace Theatre in downtown Hilo was cl,
public again in October 1990.

for 10 years, a lot of deterioration
is going to set in," said Bob Alder,
technical director. "Fortunately,
most of the damage was
cosmetic."

The redwood frame sustained
no termite damage and the ceiling
and roof were in remarkably good
shape. Alder said the redwood
frame was flexible enough to
withstand earthquakes and
adaptable to the tropical climate.

16 Hawaii Architect May 1991
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nearly 10 years. Its doors were opened to the

"lt's solid as a rock," he said. "lt's
some of the most incredible
construction I've ever seen."

The electrical system was intact
but is being replaced. The
plumbing also is in workable

\ condition as the water was never
turned off.' Plans for the complete
renovation and preservation of
the Palace Theatre have been
developed. "The main idea is to

stabilize the building," Alder
explained. The roof needs minor
repair work and gutters need to
be replaced. In addition, some
exterior corrugated sheet metal
will be replaced and the 7940 art
deco neon marquee and vertical
sign will be restored.

Inside, the theatre will be re-
constructed as closely to its 1940
appearance as possible. The Main
Street Program will work with
Andelin's daughter who worked
closely with her father on the
palace over 50 years ago.

The original chandeliers which
adorned the theatre lobby have
been discovered. Two are
restored and hanging and the
third is being refurbished. They
were taken down during World
War II after the bombing of Pearl
Harbor. Original fountains,
enclosed behlnd a wall during the
1940 remodeling, also have been
discovered.

The stage, smallby any
theatre's standards, will be
expanded. Honfed Bank
contributed a land parcel behind
the theatre that will be utilized to
add a modern backstage area
including dressing rooms,
showers, an air conditioning plant
and storage space for props and
other necessities.

Seating will be restored to
provide a maximum occupancy of
875, making it the largest
auditorium on the Big Island.

The finaltouch will be the

restoration and addition of the
original Palace Theatre pipe
organ. After it was moved to the
Hilo Theatre in 1940, it fell victim
to water damage caused by tidal
waves, first in 1,946 and again in
1960. The latter wave crashed
through the stage doors and
carried the organ console away.
The pipe work, installed in
chambers 25 feet above the
ground, escaped unharmed.

"My family purchased the pipe
work from Consolidated
Amusement in 1964," Angell said.
It was moved to their Oahu home
and a new console was purchased
and delivered from the mainland.
The Angell family has since
donated the organ to the Palace
Theatre.

"lt's highly unusual that a pipe
organ from a theatre returns back
to the original theatre after 50
years," Angell said.

The Palace Theatre, a Hilo
landmark, was recently placed on
the State Historic Register.
Hudson said it also will be
considered for national historic
status. "Placement on the Historic
Register gives it more notoriety,
provides for certain tax breaks for
restoration activity and makes it
easier to attract funding for
renovations," Hudson said.

The Palace Theatre, once a
social gathering spot, will
continue to provide a glimpse into
Hawaii's past while bringing the
arts to the people of Hilo. nA
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Waterproofing

Understandirg Bentonite's Waterproofing Capacity -
by Richard E. Cheski

ost of us know
Bentonite has
something to do with

waterproofing. In fact, many
architects, engineers and owners
have endless praises for its
waterproofing properties, but few
know its geological background.

Bentonite is largely a natural
mineral called montmorillonite, a

name derived from
Montmorillon, a city in France
where it was first discovered.

Harris'Dictionary of
Architecture and Construction
defines Bentonite as "a clay
formed from decomposed volcanic
ash with a high content of the
mineral montmorillonite having
the capability of absorbing

considerable amounts of water
and swells accordingly." Webster
simply defines it as "an absorptive
and colloidal clay."

Additional physical
characteristics associated with
Bentonite include cohesion,
sealing, binding and thickening.

Bentonite's origin is associated
with blasted volcanic ash that was
carried by prevailing winds
centuries ago. Here in the United
States, it is believed this ash
settled on a sea in what is now
the Western United States. As
time went on, this ash blended
with sea water and formed the
mineral Sodium Bentonite.

As time passed, the Rocky
Mountains, Black Hills and other

western mountain ranges formed
layers of Sodium Bentonite that
came closer to the surface. Today,
Bentonite is mined primarily in
Wyoming and Montana.

The particles of Bentonite are
clustered with chemical
substances which ionize readily in
water. These particles have a

strong negative imbalance but
when wet, Mother Nature asserts
itself to restore equilibrium.

The great number of particles
and their extreme thinness, along
with high expansive
characteristics, contribute to the
resistance within those particles
to water penetration and high
absorption of water in
impermeable soils to inhibit water

Cusrou W'ooDwoRKS Lro.
Laminated sptrat stars to ang destgn

Mode rtght here in Ha,wo:tt

DOORS. SHOJI. LOUVER. SHUTTER
RESIDENTIAL . COMMERCIAL

2847 Awaawaloa Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

Ph. (808) 833-s287
FAX (808) 8344726

Architect Peter HSI Associates
ConEactor: Telos Construction

D isplay D istribut or for :

Form and Surfaces Doors Architech Long & Associates
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seepage. In very practical terms,
the molecular structure of the
Bentonite changes and creates a

highly expansive, non-porous seal
against water.

When mined and processed by
waterproofing material
manufacturers, Bentonite
becomes the only self-healing
system in the industry. In its
installed hydrated state,
Bentonite works to waterproof all
below-grade conditions that exist
or may arise.

Bentonite for waterproofing
comes in spray grade, panels,
geotextile mats and laminated
sheets. Other construction
technology can improve the
systems by ensuring the
Bentonite is polymer enhanced
and a true saltwater grade is
available.

Water-repellant coated panels
eliminate the use of poly-sheeting
for rain and water protection in
the construction process. Some

\ systems allow installation on
same-day concrete.

Further technology employs
Bentonite in butyl rubber for use
as waterstops where PVC was
used before. The Bentonite
waterstop is a working, self-
healing one since it can expand
and seal.

The addition of poly-sheeting
by manufacturers to Bentonite
with butyls and other materials
have made great advances for
waterproofing applications
between slabs, tunnel
waterproofing and many other
areas. Bentonite in bulk, and with
geotextiles, is used extensively in
environmental areas for
containment liners, land fill
application and seepage control.

All in all, Bentonite heals itself,
migrates and seals small cracks,
easily handles hydrostatic
pressure and lasts for the life of
the structure when properly

. installed. nA

Richard E. Cheski is a
representative for American Colloid
Company Volclay-Bentonite Systems.

Volclay Bentonite panels are installed on grade before rebars and concrete.
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Prosper

Two reasons to attend this yearts PCBC.

&

Come to the 1991
Pacific Coast
Builders Conference
in San Francisco
June 26 - 29. And do
business smarter.
Right now you need every
advantage you can get. Get it here
at PCBC.

Learn to survive and prosper.
Help yourself to inside information.
Attend any of PCBC's 41 educational
seminars on everything from Lifestyle

Designs for First-time Buyers

to Suro,iuing theMoney Crunch.

Discover cost effective
products and services.
See 400 eye-opening exhibits that
can give you a true competitive edge.
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Save on hotels and air fare
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Accommodations are going fast.
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Waterproofing

Design Specs Becoming More Conservative
by Annette Vierra

J nnovation and imagination

! have fueled many architects'
I dreams for better living
environments. In the 1990s, the
contracting side of the equation is
seeing more creative solutions
and design applications than in
any other decade, creating a

challenge to be even more precise
and knowledgeable in the
installation than ever before.

There is one area of design
specification that is becoming
more conservative than ever
before and this is in
waterproofing. It cannot be
stressed enough the need to stay
with what is tried and true. There
isn't any job, either bid or
negotiated, on the drawing
boards today that deserves to be a
"guinea pig" for anyone's new
system, formula or material.
Mistakes are too costly to repair
and in some cases, cannot be fixed
at all.

At a minimum, anything new
in waterproofing should have
undergone rigorous testing by
the manufacturer, under
conditions closely approximating
the environmental stress they'll
actually be put under. In addition,
both owner and architect should
know enough about the
manufacturer to feel confident in
that manufacturer's word. This
includes how long the company
has been around, its financial
strength and its general
reputation in the trade for
performance. The company also
should put knowledgeable
technicians, not just sales
representatives, at your beck
and call.

Involvement of that techniqian
in the beginning of the design
phase can be very important to
overall results. Product options,

specified by the architect, are
ideally discussed with the
specialty contractors who may
become involved in installation at
this point. They, in turn, should
consult with the manufacturer's

technicians or representatives
(who are hopefully here in Hawaii
or, if the job is big enough,
willing to come here) about the
fine points of applications and
warranties to avoid "surprises" at

Customer
service
begins
with product.

Ours is the best we can make it.
The finest state-of-the-art equipment helps
Consistent product quality earns respect.

Professional masons depend on that.
It makes theirs a better job.

Being a leader was never easy.
We hope to last as long at the top

as our product lasts on the job.

TILECO, lNC.
91-209 Hanua Street
Ewa Beach. Hawaii 96707
Phone 682-5737

Hawaii Manufacturers of Quality Concrete Blocks.
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Take the Headache
Out of Curved

Moulding Applications
. Available for all Ornamental

Moulding architectural patterns
. Can be painted or stained
. Manufactured out of high quality

polyester resin (not plastic)

Ideal For:
. Half and quarter circle windows
. Elliptical windows (template

required)
. Round walls
. Radius crowns
. Any radius or curved

situation where wood cannot bend

\,\TI0\ \1, t, \1lt\,\TIs. l\('

o,",flocrnamental presents
mouldings limited

Also
available
through
these
outlets:

Kona Laminates, lnc.
73-5568 Kauhola St.
Kailua-Kona 96740
PH 326.2822 . FAX 326-2821

Maui Laminates, lnc.
269 Papa Pl., #5

Kahului, Maui 96732
PH 871.6500 8 FAX 871.5959

Visit Our Showroom
2858 Kaihikapu St., Honolulu 96819

PH 833.4344 . FAX 833.491 2

the job site.
Additionally, waterproofing

specialists should ask a lot of
questions to make sure all aspects
of the product and the specifics of
its application on the project are
understood.

It may take a little longer, even
an attorney's review to decipher,
but the "fine print" should be
translated to real life, hard fact
scenarios before a contract is let.
When dollars are critical, the
waterproofing contractor can
assist in selecting options to the
system in order to provide
optimal performance for the
proj ect.

Here's what can go wrong
when there is not enough care
taken to match the system to the
situation: If waterstops required
between cold joints are not
considered by the structural
engineer at the design stage, the
manufacturer's warranty may not
be valid. This can cause the entire

I II I f
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job to be halted while an
a evaluation of the waterproofing

"issue" is made. There may well
be unnecessary cost overruns.

There is a basic axiom in the
waterproofing business: The
waterproofing is only as good as

the men who install it. If the
tradesmen selected do not truly
understand the product, its
application and peculiarities, the
job may be in trouble from the
start. So ally the project with a

waterproofing contractor who
demonstrates competency,
common sense and caring.

For instance, the true
professional knows that timing
can be critical on material
installation. Try to set it up so the
waterproofing membrane goes in
right before the backfill or just
before the topping slab, and make
several inspections afterwards to
make sure there is no damage
done to the vital waterproofing
membrane by others entering the' 
iob site. After all, a leak found
later on foundation
waterproofing can be a costly,
laborious nightmare for
everyone.

By the same token, liquid
waterproofing, sometimes
specified by today's designers,
requires extra skilled
craftsmanship to apply correctly.
It is laid by the millage and
getting the proper thickness,
especially at the joints, is an art as

well as a science.
In conclusion, waterproofing

may be the least exciting aspect of
creating and reviving structural
environments. And it is soon
enough buried within the
infrastructure, which some call
the building's "sotl." But like the
soul of anything, waterproofing's
impact on life is ongoing. With
some very focused, critical, owner
and architecture consideration
beforehand, waterproofing will

. endure, and can be taken for
granted, forever. HA

Annette Vierra is operations
manager for Grace Pacific Roofing,
Inc.
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Outdoor Signage

Latest trends utilize photographs ol startling clarity,
detail and visual impact for both interior and exterior
signage. Whether backlit Duratrans Transparencies
or laminated Duraflex Prints of outstanding wealher-
ability, LIGHT lHC. is the only lab properly
equipped to produce them in sizes up to eight teet by
twelve feet in a single exposure.

Gene Fujioka
Vice President *

LIGHT INC.
Proressional Photolab Services

627 South St. 526-0693

GtllIGBETE
IDEAS

Kahului Airporl Terminal Bldg., Phase I
Owner: Hawaii State Dept. of Transportalion
Contractor: Pacific Construction Co., Ltd.
Architect: Sam Chang Architect & Associates, lnc.
Structural Engineer: Mitsunaga & Associates, lnc.

Dedicated in October, 1990, Maui's new Kahului
terminal is expected to host over five million travellers
in 199 1 , over a million on direct flights from overseas.
The $41 million complex is a beautiful example of
concrete serving Hawaii by serving Hawaii's most
important industry.

For information on concrete construction and on the
latest state-of-the-art technologies available and working
for Hawaii now, simply call the CCPI Research Library
at 833-1 882.

CEMENTAND CONCRETE
PRODUCTS INDUSTRY OF HAWAII
Suite 1110 Control Data Building 2828 Paa Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
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News

Maui Chapter Directors Introduced
The Maui Chapter of the Hawaii Society/AlA has entered its second year

and now has over 50 members. Once the Chapter surpassed the SO-member
mark, it was allowed to add a second Council delegate. The Maui Chapter is

represented in the Hawaii Council by Ormond Kelley and Stanley Gima.
The Maui Chapter focuses on issues and concerns important to Maui

architects and is governed by a separate board of directors.

Barry A. Rand Marie Kimmey Fred W. Loesberg

:,..
.SHELBY 

WILLIAMS DESIGN CENTER
Gentry Pacific Center . Sle. 1 19 . 560 No. Nimitz 96817 . 528-3330

Robert Hartman

The foundation ol a smart
waterprooling sysfem.
Almost any waterproofing system will work
under ideal conditions. But it's rare that
ideal conditions exrst in the real world.

That's why architects, engineers, and
contractors have counted on Volclay Panels
for more than 20 years. From gound level
to deep below grade, Volclay Panels stop
water infiltration fast on foundation walls or
under slabs. And, their western sodium
bentonile components heal cracks and
tears, to keep water out year atter year.

Build your waterproofing system on a solid
foundation with Volclay Panels For more
information, contacl:

ClnchrCeccunal &
Ctngtneenrng
Eyctoma, inc.

3015.8 Xop*! St. . Honolulu, Hl 96819

Phone: t33-ltl1 . tu: E3$1100 B
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-- Barry A. Rand, AIA
President

Rand received a bachelor of
architecture degree from the
University of British Columbia.
Rand is employed by Wailea
Resort Company, Ltd. and lists
architecture and planning as

hobbies. He and his wife, Nancy,
have three children.

Marie Kimmey, AIA
Vice President/President-elect

Kimmey is an associate of
Riecke Sunnland Kono
Architects, Ltd. A graduate of the
University of Michigan, Kimmey
is president of the Kihei Kauhale
Nani Community Association.
The mother of three enjoys
swimming and knitting.

\ Fred W. Loesberg, AIA
Treasurer

Loesberg studied at the
University of Denver and
received a bachelor of
architecture from the University
of New Hampshire. He has
worked for Linework Architects
in Manchester, Vermont and
Riecke Sunnland Kono Architects
on Maui. He currently is an
associate at Maui Architectural
Group, Inc. Loesberg is married
and enjoys windsurfing.

Robert Hartman, AIA
Secretary

Hartman received a bachelor's
degree from the University of
Washington. He practiced for
over 10 years in Washington
before moving to Hawaii in 1988.
He is currently a senior associate
with Riecke Sunnland Kono
Architects, Ltd. Hartman is

' married and the father of two
daughters. He enjoys golf, family
activities, carpentry and home
improvement projects.
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MAUI:250 Ahmha St., Kahului, Iel 877-2757 . KAUAI: 3O48 Aukele St., Lihue, Tel: 245-5691
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Wor[f of E [egance
The Industry's newest and most innovative

styles and colon on display
in our showrooms for yrur new

or rerrodeled kitchens and bethrmrns

PLUMBING SUPPLY

Announcing the 6th Annual

The local awards competition recognizing excellence in
design and construction of residential and commercial

remodeling projects.

Contractors, builders, architects. planners, developers,
suppliers and other construction principals may enter

projects in Hawai'i Renaissance '91. Projects completed after
January l, 1990, are eligible for this year's competition.

CATEGORIES
Award categories include residential, commercial, kitchen

and bath remodeling, indoor/outdoor living areas. and
landscape remodeling.

JUDGING
Judging wiil be based only on BEFORE AND AFTER photos,

color slides and floor plans.

ENTRY DEADLINE
Entry deadline is May 31, 1991.

Completed entry binders will be due by June 28.

AWARD WINNERS
Award-winning projects will be featured in the

September 1991 issue of HONOLULU Magazine.

Three 1990 local award winners were also honored in the
national competition sponsored by the nationally circulated

Remodeling magazine and the National Association of
Home Builders' Remodelors Council.

For entry information, call the
Building Industry Association at 847-4666.

Building Industry Association

'//r/rt ?///

T{ONTT{)BANK
W're rnt stisfied until y ou are.

llonolulu
HONOLULU Magazine

RENAN
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Features

Working Toward a National Building Code
by Andrew Charles Yanoviak, AIA, CSI

A rchitects across the nation
l\ are takins a more

I \ pro-active rather than re-
active role in shaping and molding
building codes and design
standards. Professional
memberships by architects have
been increasing dramatically in
each of four "model code"
organizations in the United States
in recent years.

The Board for Coordination of
ModelCodes (BCMC)is
administered by the Council of
American Building Officials
(CABO) who are responsible for
the "One and Two Family
Dwelling Code." BCMC consists
of equal representation from the
International Conference of
Building Officials (ICBO) who

publish the Uniform Building
Code (UBC), the Southern
Building Code Congress
International (SBCI) who publish
the Standard Building Code
(SBC), the Building Officials
Code Administrators

International (BOCA) who
publish the National Building
Code (NBC), and the National
Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) who publish the Life
Safety Code (LSC) and the
National Electrical Code (NEC)

WHY?
is a CentralVacuum System

6 times better
than a portable vacuum

. Cleaner Air, Less Dust
(does not recirculate fine dust particles)

. Quiet (hear only a whisper of air)
. Deep cleaning power

(more powerful motor)

. Convenience
(simply plug into wall inlet)

. Versatile
(easily cleans draperies, ceilings, walls)

. Value ftuilt in home improvement)

4eHD
C entraL Varuum Systuns.

U

Phone 525-0711. Fax 536-5586

A Division ol lnter-lsland Solar Supply

HOV/TOMAKE
TrmMosrOurOr

CPNTMC TrT,E.

Make the most of your next project with help
from our experts. i Ve can help with design
ideas, installation short-cuts, new materials and
the latest products. I Ve're your source for
floor andwall tiles, slate, pavers, stone, marble,
and ceramic roofing products. I It's all part of
doing business with the largest tile distributor
in Hawaii. Count on us for the personal atten-
tion and professional courtesy you deserve.

COUNT ON

Phone: 839-1952 0 855 Ahua Srreer
Showroom: M-F B:3O-5, Sat. 9-3

Warehouse: \II-F 7-4, Sat. 9-3

1TI
Cenlrol Corporollon
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BCMC has operated for over
,-., 10 years. However, their role is

limited to recommending code
change proposals to CABO,
ICBO, SBCCI, BOCA and NFPA.
BCMC is not empowered to make
code changes directly of their
own volition, so their
effectiveness in dealing with
complex issues such as

accessibility standards can be
slow. t

As many practicing architects
appreciate the importance of fire
codes and building codes and their
role in building design,
construction and maintenance,
have been a subject of dispute for
some time.

The National Councilof States
for Coordination of Building
Codes and Standards (NCSBCS)
has made substantial progress in
the communications required for
integrating and unifying the
"model code" provisions. It is
estimated there are over 50,000
operative building, fire,

Volclay"
Waterstop-Rx

fhe prcscription tor
sluggish construction.
Volclay Waterstop-Rx helps you cut d0wn
on waterstoo installation time.

Simply unroll and adhere Waterstop-Bx to
poured-in-place or precast concrete ioinls.
There's no splicing or split-forming required.
When water contacts it, Walerstop-Rx
swells to torm a compression seal that also
fills small voids and cracks And that helps
keep proiects moving along.

Make sealing concrete joints faste(
easiet and more economical by specifying
Waterstop-Rx. For more information, contact:

A.cfltectunal &
Clngrneenrng
Syrtemr, inc.

3015.8 Xilp.tr St.'Honolulu, Hl SE19

Phone: 833.1841. fu &3$11fl) B

t-'- .

mechanical, plumbing, electrical,
elevator and other codes and
regulations in the United States.

The American Institute of
Architects/Building Performance
and Regulations (AIA/BP&R)
Committee, the National Institute
of Building Sciences (NIBS), the
Ceneral Services Administration
(GSA), the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI),the
American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), and other
organizations have been working
toward commonality and
singularity of purpose in
providing minimum or necessary
requirements for human safety,
health and welfare within the
United States construction
industry.

Architect-planner Andres
Duany, AIA, AICP, noted that
the Paris Building Code is a total
of only six pages. Practicing
architects throughout the nation
have realized that many sections
of the codes are archaic and

THE

somewhat cumbersome.
The AIA is networking its

various committees and several
members are already hard at
work on various common code
projects. These efforts are in
addition to the publication
produced by the AIA/BP&R
Committee titled An Architect's
Cuide to Building Codes and
Standards, available at the
HC/AIA office.

As we move toward the year
2000, the next century and the
next millennium, and as we move
toward a more global society,
advanced technologies and
electronic communications,
architects, planners and engineers
are challenged to move toward a
Single Building Code for the
United States before we embark
into the 21st century. HA

Andrew Charles Yanoviak, AIA,
CSI, is chairman of the HC/AIA
Codes and Government Relations
Committee-

ON

with
furniture.

OR
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808-E47-1121. Hawaii
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\TZE'ER.E # I. INSffiGIITS!
Con.Lic.No. BC'1 1445

284lGlihi SL . ltronolulu 96819 .8475tffi
46{03AlalmSt . I(aneohe . CaIl : 2A74ffi . fXX 2 247-2144

President's Message:

Architects Should

Promote Good Will
Continued from Page 7

It's no doubt going to take the
teamwork of many individuals,
organizations and state and local
governments to successfully
address these issues. I believe
architects will participate. We're
the best trained to be leaders of
these community teams.

Architects are fantastic
problem-solvers. We're practical
and direct. We are trained to
visualize and communicate
(visually and graphically) the true
consequences of urban design and
laws being enacted by city
councils and the Legislature.
We're also great at envisioning
the "what ifs" that could solve
social, urban and environmental
problems. We understand the
roles of different parties in the
process.

Now that the war is over and
our overheated construction
boom is slowing a little, how
about if each of us participates in
one act of community service this
year?

Our Society/Council leaders
should encourage more
participation and leadership from
others within our society. We
should comment publicly to the
press about our positions and
publicly offer solutions. We
should use Hawaii Architect
magazine to encourage comment
and communication about these
issues and to acknowledge folks
(architects and others) who are
solving problems and serving the
community well.

In the year 2000, let's read an
editorial that acknowledges our
great increase in "professional
and political punch!" And let's
have fun doing it! nA

The ALEXANDER & BALDVIN BUILDNG is a

structure built before 1949, still servicing Honolulu today.

It rs located at 822 Bishop Street in Honolulu, Hawaii. Ve

congratulate the following companies and people in the

development of this structure.

Architect/Engineers: Mr. C.V. Dickey

Mr. Hart V/ood

Ownen Alexander & Baldwin, Inc.

Contractor: Rahh E. Vooley

a IIAIIIAIIAnI
GEl}IENT
220 South King Street, Suite li00
Honolulu, Hawaii 96811

1808) 545-1880
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New Products

Hawaii's first Canon Bubble Jet
Copier has been installed at Pro-
fessional Image Inc. Canon U.S.A.,
Inc., introduced the Bubble Jet in
February 1990.

It is the first four-color copier to
produce large format copies quickly,
simply and at a lower cost com-
pared to traditional reproduction
methods. Posters and wall-sized
presentation materials can be
created on a stand-alone color cop-
ier for the first time.

An ultra-fine, bubble-jet print-
head comprised of ink nozzles that
emit four process colors, reprodu-
ces color in 64 tone gradations. A
tiny heater produces several thou-
sand sudden temperature rises in
the ink per second by a pulse-

\ electric current.

This forms microscopic bubbles
until enough pressure is exerted to
eject a single ultrafine droplet of
color. Brilliant color at 400 dots-
per-inch resolution is produced
with this high tech printhead.

For a finished size of zz x 3l
inches, copy speed is only six min-
utes. Sheets, books or three-di-
mensional objects can be reduced
or enlarged with no loss of detail or
color tone.

The multi-page enlargement
feature makes it possible to auto-
matically produce materials up to
22 feet by 33 feet in size from 22
inch by 33 inch originals.

Helen Godwin, owner of Profes-
sional Image, Inc., is expecting
architects, urban planners, attor-
neys, display firms and advertising

agencies to benefit from the copier.
"Already we have had fabulous
response to the Canon Bubble Jet.
It offers the size requirements and
the quality fast and affordably. It's
a real breakthrough in color
copies," Codwin said.

According to Alan Nemiroff,
project manager at Media Five, the
Canon Bubble Jet Copier comple-
ments photography. "The nature
of our project deadlines is such that
quick, high quality reproduction of
large format originals at moderate
cost will definitely enhance the
quality of our presentations,"
Nemiroff said.

"lt will also serve as an excellent
method for the recording of over-
sized artwork transmitted to our
clients." nA

Bubble Copier Produces Quality Color Images

the a rough,
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can apply

For more information, eontact:

over concrete and corrects a multitude ol sins. lt

hand
feet per

of

Jackson Contractors
P.O. Box 30668 Hon., Hl 96820
847-2191 cof,t?rctolr Ltccn$ r Bc-losas
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Sprcrntry Sunrncrruq Co.
HAWAII, INC-

.,HAWAII'S fll TENNIS COURT
BUILDER, FINISHER & SUPPLIER"
ALL ISLANDS 

- 
SINCE 1976

T el. 682-2021 Fax: 682-0777
Lic. No. C-A322

FREE SPECIFICATIONS & INFORMATION

91 -087 Hanua Street. . Ewa Beach. Hl 96707

SCALE MODELS

BrianYamada
99.1 65 MOANALUA RD,, ROOM 1 02
A|EA, HAWAII 96701 . (808) 485{636

I{RTSUBC CREIN€T
& FIIIURC
STORE FIXTURES

OFFICE RENOVATION
CUSTOM HOME IMPROVEMENTS

ALL TYPES_CUSTOM BUILT

1320 l(oloni St.
*301 up thc romp

t45-7 441
t,( No C9295

S.S. DannawaY
Engineedng
Safr@l S. Dannaway. P.E
Fre Ptd&l@n EnE@r

. Frre Proteclion Engrnoenng
o Code Consulting
o Ftre Supp{esson. oetecton and

Alam Syslem Design
. Frre Salety EvaluatDnslPlan Bevrew

720 lwllGi Boad, Sultc 412, Hon., Hl 96817
(8O8) 526.tor9

REFRIGERATION SERVICES, INC.

455-6666 Lrc sc-13407
Design & lnstallation of Air Conditioning

and Ventilation Systems

Repairs & Maintenance Contracts available

You Can Afford the BEST!

BEST

N
Lic. #C-14574 . 235-0710

(.lt,

Dane Rodgers

CWASSOCIATES,INC dbA

GE()TABS.HAWAII

Geology, Soils and
Foundation Engineering

i:n lfl ]ii:J'.","]' (808) 84 1 -5064

ffi
PROTECT SERVICES INDUSTRY

Nationwide Sales, lnstallation and Service

T INDUSTRIAL T CON,4N,4ERC AL

I INST TUTIONA-
.Blrgar.Fre

. C osed Crrcurl TV a Access Control

Call lor free consultation & eslimates
No obligation

2969 Mapunapuna Pl., Ste. 104

Sel6 & Adminirlrallon
c r1331

833-5888
Honolulu. Hl 968'19

Cenlral Slell6
833-4500

We Build Relationships

Enter your data into
our computer to meet

someone new

ffiffi COMPUDATE

926-3283
2139 Kuhio Ave.

Bldg. C-21a

FINLAY TESTING
LABORATORIES
o Soils & Concrete
. Non Destructive Testing

. Proiect Inspection & Quality Control

. Material verificationi & Monitoring

99.940 IWAENA ST., AIEA, HI 96701

(808) 487-ooos

You could be

advertising here

Call 621,-8200

To reach architects
and related industries,

your advertising media is
Hawaii Architect.

Call Miki Riker at62l-8200
for more information.

CONSTRUCTION [/ E DIATION

IRW!N DON MEYERS, AIA

Fast, economrcal, farr solutions to construction
related problems thru professona medration

Phone or Fa.x 941-6056

Environmental Management
. Environmental Site Assessments
. Asbestos Surveys, Assessments
. A,/E Design & Construction Monitoring
. Laboratory Analysis: PCM, PLM, TEM
. EPA Accredited Training
. Management Programs

Prolessional Service lnduslries, lnc,
Hall-Kimbrell Division

Honolulu 808/599-3870

--)

fuiGrflE4l

CUSTOM PATTERNS . INSIALIATIoN
REFINISHING

HANDSCRAPING . DISTRESSNG . BLEACHING

RESI D ENN AL & C OMM ERCI AL

522-5751
LIC. #C-'I4288 BONDED INISURED

RLL POOL. & SPRkoDr Bkos
stNCE 1 930FINE HARDWOOD

PITISEUNGH CONXIIG

n00ucr
l,ocAt ll{vE[r0RY

SPECIFICATIOIIS AVAILABLE OiI RTOUEST
PRE.TASRICAIEO PAtIEtS

ACCESSORIES AiID SUPPLIES

Hawaii Glass Block
Ital.ETr Wramnu sln.l 32C.Ot66

FABRIA
FABRICA INTERNATIONAL

Residential & Commercial Carpet
Handcralted Area Rugs now represented by

FLORENCE SHIBUYA

Designer Showroom
3566 Harding Ave. #203

Honolulu, Hawaii968l6
Phone: (E08) 732-2857

Residential/Commercial
. construction . renovations
. maintenance . replastering
. repairs . ,ree eslimales

Oahu, Hawaii, Kauai & Maui
Main Ofiice: 261 -8991 . Lic. $C-10892

%ffi**,
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Sound Barrier
Don't forget the characteristics
of masonry that's most often
overlooked.

Add it to the characteristics that
are well-known: ease of instal-
lation, durability, easy mainte-
nance, fire resistance, termite
resistance, high strength, in-
surance friendliness, ready
availability, cost effectiveness,
beauty. . .

Whatever you do, do it with
blocks!

MASONRY INSTITUTE
OF HAWAII

Phone 833-1882

@@ffi@
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"BUILO HAWAII STRONGWITH MASONRY'




